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Genealogy is now accepting submissions for a Special Issue
on the theme, “Political Genealogy After Foucault.” Inspired
by the work of Michel Foucault, this issue invites essays
from scholars employing political genealogy as a
methodology and model of theoretical inquiry
representing a wide range of disciplines, from the social
sciences to the humanities, from philosophy to geography
to urban studies to cultural theory. The goal of this special
issue is to publish some of the best and most current work
in political genealogy, showing how this work invites us to
rethink many of the key concepts in political theory as well
as real ground-level political practice. Broadly conceived,
the editorial team is interested in articles which
demonstrate how political genealogy helps us to
understand what Foucault calls “the history of our
present,” while at the same time looking to our future, to
what being a political subject will look like in a postrepresentational world.
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Dr. Sherry Rankins-Robertson
College of Social Sciences and
Communication, University of
Arkansas at Little Rock, 2801 S.
University Avenue, Little Rock, AR
72204, USA

Genealogy aims to provide a venue for cutting edge
contributions to the interdisciplinary field of genealogy
studies. We welcome contributions that examine
genealogies of family lineage, that use genealogical
methods to examine other historical processes (include
migration histories, social identities and social institutions)
or which study the construction of genealogical narratives.
Diﬀerent formats, such as specialized research articles,
reviews, communications and other creative projects are
welcomed. Manuscripts containing original and creative
research proposals and ideas and especially appreciated.

Prof. Dr. Duane Roen
Vice Provost, Polytechnic
campus; Dean, College of
Integrative Sciences and Arts;
Dean, University College Arizona
State University, Mail Code 2780,
7271 E Sonoran Arroyo Mall,
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Free publication for well-prepared manuscripts
submitted in 2018. There is no restriction on the paper
length. All papers will be peer-reviewed promptly. On
behalf of the distinguished members of the editorial board,
I extend my welcome to all researchers working on these
subjects to contribute to Genealogy.

Author Benefits
Open Access: - free for readers, free publication for well-prepared manuscripts
submitted in 2018.
Rapid publication: manuscripts are peer-reviewed and a first decision provided to
authors approximately 32 days after submission; acceptance to publication is
undertaken in 7.7 days (median values for papers published in this journal in 2017).
Recognition of Reviewers: reviewers who provide timely, thorough peer-review reports
receive vouchers entitling them to a discount on the APC of their next publication in any
MDPI journal, in appreciation of the work done.
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